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NATIONAL INVESTIGATION AGENCY,
MINISTRY OF HOME AFFAIRS,

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA,
HYDERABAD BRANCH.

BEFORE THE HONOURABLE SPECIAL JUDGE FOR NIA CASES.
HYDERABAD.

CHARGE SHEET
(Under Section {73 (2) (i) Gr. P.C.)

STATE

V/s

ABDULLAH BIN AHMED AL AMOODI @ FAHAD AND OTHERS

,| Name of the Branch National Investigation Agency,
Hyderabad.

FIR No. RC.01/2016/N|A/HYD
Year 2016
Date 22.06.20',t6

2. Final ReporVCharqe Sheet No. Charge Sheet No.1
3 Date 22t12t2016
4 Sections of Law (As per FIR) uls 1214, 122 ot lPC,4 & 5 of Explosive

Substances Act 1908 AND 18. 18-8. 38
and 39 of Unlawful Activities (Prevention)
Act, 1967.

5 Type of Final Report Charge sheet against A-l to A-8.

6 lf Final Report un-occurred/
False Mistake of facV Mistake
of law Non Cognizable/ Civil
Nature

Not Applicable
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7 lf charge sheeted: Original/
Supplementary

Original

a Name of Investigating Officers

-

SP, NlA, Hyderabad.
9 Names of the Complainants/

Informants.
't0 Details of properties/Articles

/Documents Recovered/
seized during investigation and
relied uDon.

As per Annexures B & C.
List enclosed.

11. PARTICULARS OF ACGUSED PERSONS CTTED IN THIS CHARGE SHEET:

1) Abdullah Bin Ahmed Al Amoodi @ Fahad @ Abuhaleema s/o Shaik

Ahmed Al Amoodi

1. Name Abdullah Bin Ahmed Al Amoodi @
Fahad @ Abuhaleema

Whether verified Yes.
? Age/DOB Age 31/2016 years
4. Father's name Shaik Ahmed Al Amoodi

Sex Male
Nationality lndian

a Occupation Graphic painter and restoration of old two
wheelers

Address (present)

IHyderabad soooo2
10. Address(Permanent)

-

I Hyderabad 5oo oo2
11. Whether verified Yes, as per his Electoral Photo ldentity

Card (EPIC) records.
12. Provisional Criminal No Not applicable
1',, Regular Criminal No.(lf known) Yes
14. Date of arrest Arrested on 29.06.2016
4( Date of release on bail Not applicable.
16. Under Act and Sections

(of charge sheet)
1) U/s 18, 20, 38 and 39 ofThe UA (P) Act,

1967
2) U/s 1208 lPC, r/w Section 34, IPC
3) U/s 25 (1A) of the Arms Act
4) Uls 4 & 5 of the Explosives Substances

Act, 1908
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17. Name(s) of bailer/sureties and
Address

Not applicable

'18. Previous Cases Nil
10 Previous convictions with case

Reference
Not Known

Status of accused At present in judicial custody at the Central
Prison, Chanchalguda, Hyderabad.

2) Mohammed lbrahim Yazdani @ Abu Abdurrahman s/o Mohammed
Manzoor Yazdani

1. Name Mohammed lbrahim Yazdani @ Abu
Abdurrahman

Whether verified Yes.
J. Age/DOB Age 2912016 years

4. Father's name Mohammed Manzoor Yazdani

Sex Male
o. Nationality Indian

8. Occupation Worked as Electrical and Electronic
Engineering in various companies of Saudi
Arabia.

o Address (present)
Hyderabad

10. Address(Permanent)

-

-Hyderabad

11. Whether verified Yes
12. Provisional Criminal No Not applicable
13. Regular Criminal No.(lf known) Yes

14. Date of arrest Arrested on 29.06.2016
IE Date of release on bail Not applicable.
16. Under Act and Sections

(of charge sheet)
1\ Uls 17,18, 188, 20, 38 and 39 of The

UA (P) Act, 1967,
2) U/s 1208 lPC, r/w Section 34, lPC.

3) U/s 25 (1A) of the Arms Act
4) U/s 4 & 5 of the Explosives Substances

Act. 1908

17. Name(s) of bailer/sureties and

Address
Not applicable

18. Previous Cases Nil
10 Previous convictions with case

Reference
Not Known
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20. Status of accused At present in judicial custody at the Central
Prison, Chanchalguda, Hyderabad.

3) Habeeb Mohammed @Abu Shaibah s/o Habeeb Mohsin

4) Mohammed llvas Yazdani @ Abu Mansoor s/o Mohammed Manzoor
Yazdani

1. Name Habeeb Mohammed @ Abu Shaibah
Whether verified Yes.
Age/DOB Age 31/2016 years

4. Father's name Habeeb Mohsin
Sex Male

o. Nationality lndian
7. Passoort details
8. Occupation Computer Hardware technician

Address (present)

10. Address(Permanent)

Hyderabad
11. Whether verified Yes

Provisional Criminal No Not applicable
13. Regular Criminal No.(lf known) Yes
14. Date of arrest Arrested on 29.06.2016
1E Date of release on bail Not applicable.
16. Under Act and Sections

(of charge sheet)
1) Uts. 17, 18, 18B, 20, 38 and 39 of The

UA(P)Act, 1967
2) Uls 12OB lPC, r/w Section 34, tPC
3) U/s. Section 25 (1A) of the Arms Act
4) Uls. 4 & 5 of the Explosives Substances

Act, 1908.

17. Name(s) of bailer/sureties ano
Address

Not applicable

'18. Previous Cases Nil
1q Previous convictions with case

Reference
Not Known

20. Status of accused At present in judicial custody at the Central
Prison, Chanchalguda, Hyderabad,
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1. Name Mohammed llyas Yazdani @ Abu
Mansoor

Whether verified Yes.
Age/DOB Age 2412016 years

4. Father's name Mohammed Manzoor Yazdani
Sex Male
Nationality lndian

8. Occupation workedinE
! Strop, Hyderabad.

11. Whether verified Yes
12. Provisional Criminal No Not applicable
13. Regular Criminal No.(lf known) Yes

Date of arrest Arrested on 29.06.2016
{q Date of release on bail Not applicable.
'16. Under Act and Sections

(of charge sheet)
1) U/s 18, 20, 38 and 39 of The UA (P)

Act, 1967
2) Uls 1208lPC, r/w Section 34, IPC
3) U/s 25 (1A) of the Arms Act
4) U/s 4, 5 and 6 of the Explosives

Substances Act, 1908..

17. Name(s) of bailer/sureties and
Address

Not applicable

18. Previous Cases Nil

19. Previous convictions with case
Reference

Not Known

20. Status of accused At present in judicial custody at the Central
Prison, Chanchalguda, Hyderabad.

5) Muzaffar Hussain Rizwan @ Riannan @ Abulhasan s/o Gulam Hamid
Hussain Khan

1. Name Muzaffar Hussain Rizwan @ Rizrvan @
Abulhasan

Whether verified Yes

Age/DOB Age 29120'16 years

4. Father's name Gulam Hamid Hussain Khan

Sex Male
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o. Nationality lndian
7. Passoort details
8. Occupation Salesman at Chappal shop of lqbal at

Chattabazar
9. Address (present)

Hyderabad.
10. Address(Permanent)

-

-Hyderabad, 

I
11. Whether verified Yes
12. Provisional Criminal No Not applicable
13. Regular Criminal No.(lf known) Yes
14. Date of arrest Arrested on 29.06.2016
15. Date of release on bail Not applicable.
to. Under Act and Sections

(of charge sheet)
1) Uls 17, 18, 20, 38 and 39 of The UA (p)

Act, 1967
2) Uls 1208 lPC, r/w Section 34, tPC
3) U/s 25 (1A) of the Arms Act
4) Uls 4,5 and 6 of the Explosives

Substances Act, 1908.
17. Name(s) of bailer/sureties and

Address
Not applicable

18. Previous Cases Nil
tl,. Previous convictions with case

Reference
Not Known

20. Status of accused At present in judicial custody at the Central
Prison, Chanchalguda, Hyderabad.

6) Yasir Naimathullah @ Naimath Ullah Hussaini @ yasir @ Abu Darda s/o
Sved Sibqath Ullah Hussaini

1. Name Yasir Naimathullah @ Naimath Uilah
Hussaini @ Yasir @ Abu Darda

2. Whether verified Yes
AgeiDOB Age 4412016 years

4. Father's name Syed Sibgath Ullah Hussaini
Sex Male

o_ Nationality Indian
7. Passport details
8 Occupation Employee in Brother's shop M/s Spy Guy

Garments. Hvderabad
q Address (present)

Address(Permanent)
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11. Whether verified Yes
12. Provisional Criminal No Not applicable
13. Regular Criminal No.(lf known) Yes
14. Date of arrest Arrested on 12.07.2016
15. Date of release on bail Not applicable.
16. Under Act and Sections

(of charge sheet)
1) U/s 17, 18, 188, 20, 38 and 39 of The

UA (P) Act, 1967
2) U/s 1208 lPC, r/w Section 34, IPC

3) U/s 25 (1A) of the Arms Act
4) U/s 4 and 5 of the Explosives

Substances Act. 1908.

17. Name(s) of bailer/sureties and
Address

Not applicable

18. Previous Cases Nil

19. Previous convictions with case
Reference

Not Known

20. Status of accused At present in judicial custody at the Central
Prison, Chanchalguda, Hyderabad.

7) Mohd Ataullah Rahman @ Ghouse @ lbne Bidri s/o Mohd Abdul Hannan

1. Name Mohd Ataullah Rahman @ Ghouse @
lbne Bidri

2. Whether verified Yes
J. Age/DOB Age 31/2016 years

4. Father's name Mohd Abdul Hannan

Sex Male
Nationality lndian
Passport details

8. Occupation IELTS and TOEFL Trainer at Hyderabad

11. \Mether verified Yes

12. Provisional Criminal No Not applicable

13. Regular Criminal No.(lf known) Yes

14. Date of arrest Arrested on 12.07.2016

15. Date of release on bail Not applicable.
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16. Under Act and Sections
(of charge sheet)

1) Uls 17,18, 18B, 20, 38 and 39 ofThe
UA(P)Act, 1967

2) Uls 12OB lPC, rtuv Section 34, IPC
3) U/s 25 (1A) of the Arms Act
4) U/s 4 and 5 of the Explosives

Substances Act, 1908.

17. Name(s) of bailer/sureties ano
Address

Not applicable

18. Previous Cases Nil
19. Previous convictions with case

Reference
Not Known

20. Status of accused At present in judicial custody at the Central
Prison, Chanchalguda, Hyderabad.

8) Abdul Raoof @ Mohammed Almashrifi s/o Hussain Bin Ahmed

1. Name Abdul Raoof @ Mohammed Almashrifi
2. \Mether verified Yes
1 Age/DOB Age2412016yearc
4. Fathe/s name Hussain Bin Ahmed
5. Sex Male
o. Nationality Indian

Passport details
8. Occupation Real Estate
o Address (present)

-

IHyderabad
10. Address(Permanent)

Invderabad
11. Whether verified Yes
12. Provisional Criminal No Not applicable
11 Regular Criminal No.(lf known) Yes
14. Date of arrest Not arrested.
1E Date of release on bail Not applicable.
16. Under Act and Sections

(of charge sheet)
U/s 20, 38 and 39 of The UA (P) Act, 1967

17. Name(s) of bailer/sureties and
Address

Not applicable

18. Previous Cases Nil
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1q Previous convictions with case
Reference

Not Known

20. Status of accused

--L2. PARTICULARS OF THE ACCUSED PERSONS AGAINST WHOM

INVESTIGATION PENDING U/S 173(8) CRPC :

st. Name and Particulars Status

01. Mohammed lrfan (A-9) Attending before investigation

Abu lssa Al Amriki (Online

Handler-1)

Absconding

n? Online Handler-2 Absconding

13. (i) Particulars of Witnesses examined Separate list attached as
Annexure-A

(ii) List of Articles : Separate list attached as
An nexure-B
(List of documents)

tt
Annexure-C
(List of Material objects)

14. lf FIR is false, action taken : Not Applicable

15. Result of Laboratory Analysis : As mentioned in the list enclosed in
Annexure-B

16. @:
16.1 On receipt of credible information that Mohammed llyas Yazdani, resident

of Aman Nagar, Mohammed lbrahim Yazdani, resident of Aman Nagar, Habeeb

Mohammed, resident of Barkas, Abdullah Bin Ahmed Al Amoodi@ Fahad, resident of



Charminar, and Mohammed lrfan @ Yaqais lrfan, resident of Chafta Bazar, all from

Hyderabad and their accomplices from Hyderabad and other parts of the country have

entered into a criminal conspiracy to wage war against the Government of lndia by

collecting weapons and explosive materials to target prominent persons, public places,

religious places, malls, markets, public properties and, in particular, sensitive
government buildings in Hyderabad and other places.

't6.2 The information further indicated that all the above accused have

acquired weapons and explosive materials to carry out violent terrorist attacks and

related subversive activities. The members from this group are in constant touch with

one another over the Internet and are using various other communication platforms

within India and have linkages abroad. Information has also been received to the effect
that the group members are in communication with a terrorist organization, namely, the
lslamic state of lraq & syria (lsls), which is a proscribed organization as per schedule,
I of the Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act, .1967. The above-mentioned group of
persons have been gefting directions for planning and execution of terrorist activities
within India from the said terrorist organization.

16.3 In view of the gravity of the offence, the Central Government, in exercise
of its powers under section 6(5) r/w 8 of the NIA Act, 2008, vide order F. No.

1101111512016-ls.lV, dated 20.06.2016, of the the Ministry of Home Affairs, directed

the NIA to investigate this case. Accordingly, the NIA registered the FIR No. RC_

01/2016/N|A/HYD and filed the same before the Hon'be special court for NIA cases.

Nampally, Hyderabad, on 23.06.201 6.

16.4 During investigation, roles of three more accused persons came to light.

The accused persons, Ataulla Rehman and yasir Naimathullah, had known about the
conspiracy and had contributed money towards the common pool, to carry out the
planning and preparation for the terror activities. They both also pledged Bay'ah
(allegiance) to Abu Bakr Al Baghdadi, the self-proclaimed caliph (leader) of the lsls.
while Ataulla Rehman had recruited pwl (protected witness) and had been giving

Dars to the Group, Yaser Naimathullah was designated the Amir of the group.

Investigation also revealed the role of Abdul Raoof as an accomplice in the initial stages
of the conspiracy, who was involved in sympathizing with and justifying the activities of
the proscribed terrorist organization, lsls, to the group. He shared many online videos
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and other material to justify the acts of violence by the lSlS on the ground that the lSlS,

was fighting for the cause of the Ummah (the Muslim brotherhood) against the Westem

DOWerS.

17. FACTS DISCLOSED DURING THE INVESTIGATION:-

17.1 Investigation so far conducted by the NIA has revealed that a conspiracy was

hatched by the accused persons to carry out terrorist acts at various places in

Hyderabad, as guided and instructed by a group of handlers, linked to the lSlS and

based outside the country.

17.2 Investigation has established that the main leader of the conspiracy in India

was Mohammed lbrahim Yazdani (A-2). During the period from June,2013, to June,

2014, while A-2 was working in the Bazee Trading Company in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia,

he got acquainted with one co-worker, Jordanian national Suhayb Al Abudi. He initiated

lbrahim Yazdani (A-2) into the ultra-radical Jihadi ideology as preached by the lSlS. He

showed A-2 several videos and other material on the internet and convinced A-2 that

the lSlS was fighting for a just cause for the Muslims. He also argued that Bashar Al

Assad, the Syrian President, was commifting atrocities on Sunni Muslims in Syria and

the lSlS was waging Jihad against the Assad Government. lbrahim Yazdani (A-2)

visited India in June, 2014, for two months, but he kept communicating with Suhayb Al

Abudi on Facebook.

17.3 In the month of July, 2014, when the lSlS declared the Caliphate in the lSlS

controlled area of lraq and Syria, lbrahim Yazdani (A-2) keenly followed the news and

continued to watch videos and grew more radical. He downloaded a few editions of the

Dabig magazine published by the lSlS and also frequently browsed websites like

www.leaksource.info for magazines having the lSlS propaganda material and

watched videos on www.iihadoloov.net. He was highly influenced by the declaration of

the Caliphate and came to a firm belief that it is every Muslim's bounden duty to perform

Hijrah, i.e., migration to the Caliphate, which is the only place where the Law of Shariah

prevails. In the meantime, Suhayb Al Abudi, with whom he was in communication, went

to perform Hurah to Syria in August, 2014. Suhayb Al Abudi went offline for some time

and, later, Suhayb's brother Sulaiman, in a chat with lbrahim Yazdani (A-2), revealed

that his brother, Suhayb Al Abudi, had attained martyrdom in the lSlS controlled area

in the month of September, 2014. Again drawing inspiration, lbrahim Yazdani (A-2) also
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wished to perform Hijrah to Syria and started to look for a route or a contact on the

internet, for migrating to Syria.

17 .4 During the month of January-February of 2015, lbrahim Yazdani (A-2) used

his Twifter account to look for a contact who could help him in going to Syria for Hijrah.

He specifically searched for hashtags the #lSlS, #Khalifa, #Dawlah, as suggested in

the Dabiq magazine. He came across one Twitter identity in the name of "Abu lssa

Al Amriki" whogave him a Telegram accountlDand informed him that whoever wants

to join the lSlS may contact on this lD. lbrahim Yazdani (A-2) created a Telegram

account using his number with a display name as goku and contacted

him. Abu lssa Al Amriki asked him to come to Turkey and then he would arrange

everything. lbrahim Yazdani (A-2) told him that he wanted to perform Hijra with his son,

wife and brother.

17.5 In the month of June 2015, lbrahim (A-2) came back to lndia, having decided

to take his family for Hijrah. Thereafter, lbrahim (A-2) and his brother, lliyas yazdani (A-

4), made aftempts twice to go to Syria via Greece. Investigation has established that

they had approached a travel agency called Agency at Hyderabad and

also applied for Tourist VISA to Greece through th" I Services. A-2 along

with his family had attended the interview and also paid the VISA fees. The VISA was,

however, refused to both A-2 and A-4.

17.6 In January, 2016, lbrahim Yazdani (A-2) made yet another attempt to go to

the lSlS controlled area, and applied for admission into the Aydin University, Turkey for

a Master's Degree in Electrical and Electronics Engineering. The University asked him

to get the VISA.

17.7 In the meantime, lbrahim Yazdani (A-2) also identified a few people, whom

he believed, had similar inclination towards the lSlS. He chose from among the

persons, who had been visiting the local Ahl-e-Hadis mosque with him, and persons

with whom he had held discussions related to religion or those who offered Dars. He

identified Habeeb Mohammed (A-3), his brother llyas Yazdani (A-4), Muzaffar Hussain

Rizwan (A-5), Yasir Naimathullah (4-6) and Abdut Raoof (A-8), for the group. And he

invited them to attend the first meeting where he was to raise this topic for the first time.

The meeting was held at Habeeb Mohammed's (A-3) place, sometime in February,

2016, where they discussed the relevance of the lsls and the caliphate declared in

lraq and Syria.
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17.8 In February, 2016, lbrahim (A-2) again contacted Abu lssa Al Amriki for

guidance, who, in turn, gave a Telegram contact of another handler with username

f1|aterchangeotof)anddisp|aynameJvicfory.|brahim
Yazdani (A-2) then got in communication with this second handler and told him that his

earlier handler had given him this contact and that he wanted to perform HUrah with his

family to the lSlS-controlled area, but had failed to get the VISA. The second handler

then suggested to him that many anti-lslamic practices - Shirk - are continuing in India

and that atrocities on the Muslims have increased. He suggested to lbrahim (A-2) that

instead of coming to Syria for Hijrah, he should carry on the work of Allah, from India

itself.

17.9 On being asked by lbrahim Yazdani (A-2) as to how he can support the lSlS

from lndia, the handler on the Telegram display name ! victory, guided him

that first a Bay'ah (oath of allegiance) has to be taken in favour of the Caliph, which

has to be signed and sent, which will be forwarded to the lSlS. The handler then guided

him to download Chatsecure and Orbot online applications for secure online

communication. Investigation has established that lbrahim Yazdani (A-2) then created

two chatsecure lDs in the name of I@dukqo.com and

I@dukqo.com. The handler then asked A-2 to add his two chatsecure

accounts, nameV l@trglpp.ip and l@npgjp.
17.10 The handler then guided lbrahim Yazdani (A-2) to form a small closed group

which has members who share this ideology. lbrahim (A-2) confirmed that there were

five more persons who would like to give Bay'ah. The handler told them to write the

Bay'ah on a piece of paper, scan it and send it to him. He also instructed lbrahim (A-2)

to prepare Bay'ah with Kuniya names (Arabic for pseudonyms) and that the members

were to be assigned portfolios or roles of Amlr (Commander), Nalb amf (Second in

command), Mahashir (Accountant), Askan (Training and logistics) and Rabit

(Communicator). Thereafter, the handler also named their group as "Jhund Ul Khalifa

al Hind Fl Bilad" (Army of the Caliph in South India). The handler also told him to

upload the Bay'ah on gulf-up.com and send it through a newly created Email lD on

Tutanota,com, using a Tails operating system. He had informed A-2 that this mail

service was an encrypted and secure service.

17.'|.1 Investigation has established that subsequently, lbrahim (A-2) called for a

meeting of these five persons, at Habeeb Mohammed's (A-3) place, sometime on
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15th/16th of April, 2016. In the said meeting, lbrahim (A-2) told them that he had got a

contact in the lSlS and told them that he had decided to support the lSlS from India

itself and asked about their willingness to join the group by giving a Bay'ah - an oath of

alfegiance. The group agreed to give a Bay'ah. The Bay'ah was written in Arabic

language by lliyas Yazdani (A-4) and was scanned and uploaded on gulf-up.com. lt

was sent through a newly created Email lD, namely,

using a Tails operating system to the handler's mail lD,

paper, on which the Bay'ah was written, was burnt by lbrahim (A-2). The following link

was sent to the handler by lbrahim (A-2).

The
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17.12 The above noted link, related to uploading of the oath of allegiance or the

Bay'ah (hand written in Arabic), has been recovered, during the extraction proceedings

of the encrypted email account I(ATutanota.com, on disclosure by the

accused person, and is admissible under 27 of Indian Evidence Act, 1872. lt has also

been established in these proceedings, that the scanned copy ofthe Bay,ah was sent

to the handler, at the email address The original Bay'ah was

written in Arabic by the accused, Mohammed llyas yazdani (A-4), before sending it. A
Copy of the Bay'ah, as extracted online, is as follows:
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The English translation of the above Bay'ah translated by expert is as

"In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful.

AII praise be to Allah, we praise Him and prayfor the Holy Messenger (Prophet Muhammad),

And after that the best preaching is in the Book of Allah nd the best guidance is the guidance

of Muhammad, peace be upon Him and we testfu that there is no God bul Allah and testify

that Muhammad is His Slave and Messengen

Almighty Allah said "And fight them until there is no Fitnflh (riot) and unlil lhe religion' all

of it, is for Allah". And the Imam of Mujahedeen, Prophet Muhammad, the Messenger of

Allah, peace be upon Him said that "Allah is pleased because ofthree qualilies in )tou and he

17.13

follows:
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is angry because ofthrce qualities in you He is pleased thal you worship Him and you do not

bring anyone at par wilh Him and because youfollow the path shown by Allah altogether and

lhat ))ou give good counsel to whom Allah gives command over you and is angry with youfor

ltour habit of gossiping, wasting money andfor asking too many unhtanted questions and this

hos been nanated by Muslim (here in this conteJd, Muslim is o name of a person who nanated

by Muslim (name of a person),

And therefore in the ligfu of above, we announce from South India that we pledge to an oath

(ba'iah) under AI Sheikh Abu Bakr lbrahim bin Al Hawwad Albadri AI Hussaini At Hashmi

AI Qurashi to listen to him and obey in hardship and prosperity, in ease and dfficulty, even

when discriminated against and not to dispute about the rule with those in power under whom

we have taken an oath unlil it is evident to us that the person in question has gone astra! from
the path shon'n by Allah.

Emir of the community

Abu Darda

Nicknames of the persons of the community

I Mohammed Almashrifi 2. Abu Abdunahman

3. Abulhasan 4. Abu Shaibah 5, Abu Mansoor"

17.14 The 6 accused who have used the above noted Kuniya names, have pledged

Bay'ah (allegiance) to the Caliphate of Abu BakrAl Baghdadi, the leader of the dreaded

terrorist organisation, the lSlS.

17.15 Investigation has established that lbrahim yazdani (A-2) then proceeded to

increase the strength of the group further, by bringing in Mohd. Ataullah Rahman (A-

7), as well as recruiting Mohammed lrfan (A-9) and 4 other persons, as members of the

terrorist gang. The four other persons have been referred to as pWl, pwl, pwl
and PWl, in this report, as their identities need to be protected as protected
witnesses, in course of investigation I tdal. A-2 administered them an oral / written

Bay'ah, making them pledge allegiance to Abu Bakr al Baghdadi, the lSlS Chief. The

written Bay'ah was scanned and sent to the handler in the same manner as the first

one. The handler had specifically instructed to leave no physical or digital trace of
evidence or trail and to destroy the wfitten paper by burning and deleting the Bay'ah
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and all communication from the mobiles, the hard disks and the mail services and

message applications.

17.16 Investigation has revealed that Mohd. Ataullah Rahman (A-7) had also

written down his own Bay'ah in the Kuniya name of lbn Bidr, owing allegiance to Abu

Bakr Al Baghdadi and gave it to lbrahim Yazdani (A-2) who had then scanned and

uploaded it on gulf-up.com. Mohammed lbrahim Yazdani (A-2) and Ataullah Rehman

(A-7) had also gone to the house of PWI and made him sign the Bay'ah, which was

written in Arabic by Ataullah Rehman (A-7) at his house itself. PWI was told by

Ataullah Rehman (A-7) that if he died without signing a Bay'ah, he would die the death

of an ignorant. (Jahiliyyat ki Maut).

17.17 After the Bay'ah was signed by the PW l, lbrahim (A-2) took a photograph

of the same with his mobile phone and then asked PW-l to burn the paper and Insisted

that he does it there itself. The Bay'ah was then uploaded in the same manner as told

by the handler. This scanned copy of the second Bay'ah, written by Ataullah Rehman

(A-7), was recovered and is admissible as evidence u/s 27 Indian Evidence Act and is

as follows:

t-tfi " '-tJt <t' r-
J-t.* .1. t'uJ/ ., L*r, t,).,, u,J, u,-rJl

t\ z L*. >::-',,)- *,'/ \.,:4 - . - ;'- r, .-.. t - "' ll-,'i'u
_ i -r/.,ta/ a- t:t ,J r_;

-':- 
j2 

-t !^J- (, ;r -_r- r_,J.drtr-./-, f-.. , , ,4' {t-" ' a--J/ J- e , ' e:// ,r-r-al /,- / , g:=,, Ln, ,

iJ. o;, J- e,/-://,,-ntt.y' . .4,- L-: r t qi

'17.18 The translation of the above noted Bay'ah translated by expert is as follows:

"AII praise be to Allah, and the peace and blessings be upon our Prophet Muhammad (may

peace be upon Him).

- 
- "- 
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IYe pledge allegiance to Imam of Mujahedeen, Calif of the Muslims and lhe Emir of Believers

Al Sheikh Abu Bakr AI Qurashi Al Baghdadi to hear and obey when we are energetic and

also when we are tired, in hardship and prcsperity, even when being discriminated against

unlil lhe person in question has gone aslruy Irom the path shown by Altah. And I pledge to

fear Allah wherever I am, and that I do not feol the occusation of anyone in our quest of

following the teachings of Allah"

17.19 Investigation has established that another meeting was convened by

lbrahim Yazdani (A-2), sometime in May, 2016, at the house of Habeeb Mohammed

(A-3), which was attended by PWl, Muzaftat Hussain Rizwan (A-5), yasir

Naimathullah (,4-6), Mohd. Ataullah Rahman (A-7) and Habeeb Mohammed (A-3) and

lbrahim (A-2) himself. In this meeting, each one of the members made contribution for

funding of the future activities of the Terrorist Gang. PWI was asked to get some food

from a nearby shop, while the others continued with the meeting. yasir Naimathullah

(4-6) had contributed 50,000/- which he had borrowed from his brother-inJaw and he

also paid 2,5001- for Abdul Raoof (A-8). lbrahim Yazdani (A-2) contributed his wife,s

gold necklace and two earrings which were later converted to Rs. 63,000/- in cash,

Muzaffat Hussain Rizwan (A-5) contributed Rs. 4501, Habeeb Mohammed (A-3)

contributed Rs.1,18,5501 and Mohd Ataullah Rahman (A-7) contributed Rs 2,OO0f.

The money was collected and was put into a red coloured cloth and kept in the custody

of Habeeb Mohammed (A-3)

17.20 The accused have disclosed that the handler had instructed them to make

themselves physically fit by regular exercise and for this purpose, he had instructed

them to choose a remote location. He had also instructed them to do target practice

with air guns, pellet guns, paint ball guns, target boards, etc., and also to identify

hide outs /shelter places within the city as well as on the outskirts of the city.

't7.21 Accordingly, on the instructions of lbrahim Yazdani (A-2), Rizwan (A-5)

along with Mohammed lrfan (A-9), proceeded to Hyderabad, on the

13h May, 2016, in search of a shelter house. They located a house far away from

habitation in an isolated area. They enquired about the rent and told the owner that they

wanted the house for shifting Rizwan's family and also to open a Kirana Store.

Thereafter, Rizwan (A-5) visited the same house again along with lbrahim yazdani (A-

2) and Habeeb (A-3), to show them the location. The hide out was later pointed out by
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Muzaffar Hussain Rizwan (A-5) during the investigation and the statement of the house

owner has been recorded during investigation.

't7.22 Investigation has established that on the 16th May, 2016, lbrahim Yazdani

(A-2) had gone to f atong with Yasir Nayamatullah (,4-6) in the evening for

selling his wife's ornaments, which were a part of the funds collected. He received a

sum of Rs. 63,000/-, in return, which was handed over to Mohammed Habeeb (A-3),

who was the custodian of the terrorist fund. The statement of the goldsmith, to whom

the ornaments were sold, has been recorded during investigation.

17.23 lnvestigation has established that the group discussed the plan for identifying

a piece of land suitable for physical training in a remote location. Abdul Raoof (A-8) had

shown lbrahim (A-2) and Yassir Naimathullah (4-6), two plots of land in Chevulla and

Moinabad areas in May, 2016. These two plots of land were however found unsuitable

for the purpose. On the 1'tth May, 2016, Abdul Raoof (A-8) had accompanied lbrahim

Yazdani (A-2) and Yasir (4-6) to another big piece of deserted land, which was located

near the 34 Km milestone and about was 8 Km before f The GPS co-ordinates

of the land were taken by lbrahim (A-2) with his mobile phone and were later sent to

the handler, through encrypted Tutanota mail. The related Email was recovered during

investigation, on the disclosure of the accused as per recorded proceedings. A prinf

out of the recovered Email is printed below:

Gnt.|PG ..ruLtt
U o-.*. -r c.,-est

Kn34 loc.t ion hyd-chevella ro€d
Latltud€ r 

-6

6 Lonq1tud€ -,

O *. r6.i'.9{3 p.€wd{.r by G.roPG:

9p9: dnonynous r€<1pt€ht; t.ylnq 5ecret key
9p9: 6nonyBour rcclpl€nt; trylnq 3ctr?t k€y
9p9: okoy, wc ..€ th€ .nonyhous .ecrptent.
ep9: encryptod elth RSA key. !D O:(99oOO9OO
qpg: encrypt€d wlth Asa key, ID ex6oeoo0go

OXaB96D23C7F9B79BF ...
Ox6E3A6€c3s62F€4oA ..,

17.24 During investigation, the I 

-

OK

volunteered to give his

statement before the Judicial Maoistrate u/s 164 CrPC and his statement u/s 164 CrPC
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was recorded where he confessed to his role in the conspiracy. According to his

statement, he got suspicious of the activities of the group and started looking for an exit

from the group. He tried to create doubt about the veracity /authenticity of the handler.

The discussions had started to revolve around the lsls's propaganda urging the

foffowers to do small acts like spifting in someone's face or kill a Kuffarwith a knife, if
not able to do any big actions. The lSlS spokesman, Al Adnani, had been a big

motivation for the group members. 

- 

grew fearful and did not approve

of the plans for terrorist acts by the group and he stage managed his exit from the group

by disappearing on the 15s May, 2016, by spreading a message that he was picked up

by the police/NlA and was questioned about his activities.

17.25 On the 18th May, 2016, tbrahim Yazdani (A-2), Habeeb Mohammed (A-3),

Yasir Naimathullah (A-6) and Ataullah Rehman (A-7), heard about the disappearance

Fearing his arrest, and probable disclosure about their activities

to the police, they all left Hyderabad to evade arrest and remained in adjoining areas of

I ana f, in mosques. All of them returned back on the 20th Mav,

2016, when llyas Yazdani (A4), informed lbrahim (A-2), that there was nothing to fear,

through a secure chafting application called Nymgo, which he had downloaded on the

mobile phone belonging to PW {.
17.26 Habeeb Mohammed (A-3) had purchased two new SIM cards and three

mobile phones using fake identities, for use during the period when they were on the

run, evading Law Enforcement Agencies. These SIM cards were procured on fake lDs

obtained from scan of passports in the names of I ano I
f These fake identity documents were found scanned and uploaded in lbrahim

Yazdani's (A-2) Tutanota mail and were recovered during investigation.

17.27 Aftertheexitotffromthegroup,therestofthegroup
continued their activities and collected / purchased weapons, ammunition, air guns,

target boards, explosive precursors, etc., as per the guidance of the handler.

17.28 On the 24th May, 2016, lbrahim Yazdani (A-2) and Habeeb Mohammed (A-

3) went to I ano f again to search for suitable land as per the

instructions of the handler. After finding a suitable place, co-ordinates were taken with

the help of 'osMAND+ application' and the same were sent to the handler through

'pidgin' application which was confirmed by the handler. One of the land owners, has

been examined as a witness, as he was called for showing land in an isolated area.
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17,29 Investigation has established that on the 31st May, 2016, lbrahim Yazdani

(A-2) and Habeeb Mohammed iA-3) went to f Maharashtra on a motorcycle, as

per the online instructions of the handler, for collecting weapons. As per the instructions

of the handler, sent through a mail with the subject "U r gnt' (Urgent), A-2 was asked

to send someone urgently to I and the Telegram lD was to be given to him.

Though the handler told lbrahim Yazdani (A-2) to send someone who does not know

anyone, A-2 ignored the instruction and went himself along with A-3. The e)dracted mail

reproduced below:

S a" t e , Mam{a&,:

{i| armullgTs 8{ ser cin a!o{ ftbries 6 d€kmrp

I fdit

Re:ne|{

Re:khat

Reu r gnt

Re: u r gnt

inat

h

1

I

t

.

!Tutanota

O lnbot

( Drafts

d s,nt

I t,ul

! nroriw

0 sput

17.30 Instructions regarding the location and the description of the bag containing

weapons to be collected, were sent by the handler through the encrypted mail. These

were disclosed and recovered in the extraction proceedings of lbrahim's encrypted

email account Tutanota.com. The contents of the Email, found in the inbox of the mail

account of f brahim Yazdani (A-2) with the heading'is par jana hai', are given below:

GnUPG nsults

- ortrt of G.r,Po

A5lalaraldikun rr $
Janab iisi bhai k0 jaise l€ i.in kili tha .. nand€d bheJ dljie ,. aur |ls k0 |lara

t€t€ dliie .. ag€ka bad &in 0nii ko bata dlya jayega .. y€ jalse hl 0sg ute bh€j

dijie 9a ..6aln kal s€ $it kar raha tha ip ta , Attai ap kl hrfarat kare ..$ha
rulc koi covr le kir ... a(ha sa., rrlda ra sQ zryada I drn ho sakti hal ya krth

gante ... rnA u! ke bid ,. I afl u tha ldr raF lrona ial ...u4
Attah tanan baiion to apne hrfr 0 aMn ilan raklre ..... jaise te apne kaha tha l0
biar kisi lo nahi janta hai us k0 bheje.. arr se dlam kl rarorat nail hai ..bas ,

hlle ke laoan kuci ta||a hra ..
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! Tutanota

t4 L!r.[j

t tr;ch

! eritrve

O rft,r

a fdn 
,
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cd!.i rla rleDd
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b-----
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17.31 The handler had further instructed them to check the bag at a safe place

and use it in case there is anything wrong ('koi bhi mamila ho lo r'sko use kar sakte

hain'). As the text indicates, the handler in the above mail also advises them to remain

normal, and to take someone without a beard along. He also instructs only one person

to carry the bag and take separate tickets and act as if they are not together.

17.32 Investigation has established that lbrahim Yazdani (A-2) and Habeeb (A-3)

collected weapons inf from the spot, in front of thef and came back

the same day, with two pistols and some ammunition, which were kept in Habeeb,s

(A-3) house. They informed the handler of the same via Telegram lD and they also

sent the following image of the consignment to the handler at his mail lD
through the email address

lbrahim (A-2).

of
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17,33 Investigation has established that, in pursuance of the conspiracy and on

the instructions of the handler, lbrahim (A-2) sent llyas (A-4) and Mohammed lrfan (A-

s) to I on the 8h June, 2016, to collect chemicals for making explosives,

which was a bag of Urea, weighing 'tO Kg, approximately. They proceeded to I
I on a Bajaj Pulsar 150 motorcycle, bearing registration number AP1 1-AJ

8643. The instruction was received by lbrahim Yazdani (A-2) in his mail and the

snapshot of the recovered mail, as per extraction proceedings, is as follows:
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!-n,unot,

GnUPG n$ltt

u oqoocnlc

hyd vjy h{ par

- .--. se 6.7 kr vrj$di kl trt agy ja iar left k0 rdsti jatd hir_
: road... lls le taqreban 15[tr p€ ek chota prll hai ... us ke nr(he

safeed tiaily !e lapet lir s&an hai .,lo ka(ire d€ diaka ioya hii ...
is road par 2b le qarln ek lile rtorc hai ll5 pir llkha har th 

-

I rdil

O lnhr

fl 0raits

4 sent

I lrasl

! Archr*

0 spa"

|l/ekome tolrypdPfl.

cac..:q!,:rr

[prtiPtl Aaount Con

cda.^rq

Lart Chan(e to Getth

nfl

17.34

R€: khat

is parina hai

::i::_.

Investigation has established that the location was, accordingly, conveyed

to llyas Yazdani (A-4) via SMS with the SMS text f road 15 mtr: chota pull".

This SMS has been forensically extracted by CERT-IN, from the deleted nfessages in

llyas Yazdani (A-4)'s XIAOMI mobile phone. The accused collected the explosive

material and brought it to the clandestine lab at Habeeb (A-3)'s house.

17.35 Investigation has established that lbrahim Yazdani (A-2) and Habeeb

Mohammed (A-3) booked a ticket with PNR No,4120593640 in their own names, from

Hyderabad to Ajmer, for 8th June, 2016, by train No. 12720 - Hyderabad-Ajmer

Superfast Express, and boarded the train at Nampally. They reached Ajmer Railway

Station in the early hours on the 1oth June, 2016, at around 3 AM. They stayed at the

Hotel near the Ajmer Sharif Dargah, for 4 days. lbrahim (A-2) was to

collect more weapons, as arranged by the handler from there, and pay a sum of Rs.

65,000/ against it. The handler kept communicating through Chatsecure mobile

application with lbrahim Yazdani (A-2), who, as guided, kept the cash amount of Rs.

65,000/- at an obscure place and sent the co-ordinates to the handler. The handler

confirmed the receipt of the amount and then asked them to wait for 2-3 days, while he
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arranged for the delivery of the weapons. However, the weapons could not be arranged,

as informed by the handler, who asked them to go back. On the 14th June, 2016, they

boarded a bus from Ajmer to Indore, en route back to Hyderabad.

17.36 Investigation into the contents of the transcripts of the intercepted

communication of the accused persons, clearly establishes the active involvement of

the accused persons in the conspiracy. The text of the conversations indicates how

meticulously they were making preparations for procurement of chemicals, preparation

of explosive mixtures and scouting for hideouts, etc. The use of code words establishes

their guilt and the extra precautions they were taking for the purpose of concealing their

communication and real motive.

17.37 Investigation has established that in one of the later mobile conversations,

Habeeb Mohammed (A-3) used code words like "desktop," "training deskfop" and

"tablet'. He told Mohammed lbrahim Yazdani (A-2) that the firearm was not functioning

properly. He mentioned about cleaning and assembling the desktop (Code word for

!1. Wtren Mohammed lbrahim Yazdani recalls that the I were fitting in the

Iear|ier,HabeebMohammed(A.3)c|arifiesthatthetaotet[
I i. not fitting in tne f hole. He also mentions that it can be used for

intimidating others since it is not functioning properly.

17.38 Habeeb Mohammed (A-3) in one of the communications, told Mohammed

lbrahim Yazdani (A-2) that "one or two training desktops" for "training" have come and

one or two more are to come soon. He is referring to the

which were being procured by Abdullah Bin Ahmed Al Amoodi (A-1).

17.39, After coming back from Ajmer, the accused persons set up a clandestine

lab on the first floor of Habeeb Mohammed's (A-3) house for preparation of the

explosives and purchased/ arranged materials such as weighing balance, beakers,

nails, capacitors, face mask, disposable plastic gloves, lotus alarm clocks, knives,

aluminum pot, gas stove with cylinder and chemicals such as Urea, 2-Chloro 9- Methyl

Acridine, Methylene Chloride, Acetone, Hydrogen peroxide, Nitric Acid, etc., which

were seized during the searches conducted by the NlA.

17,40 The conversations among the accused, Mohammed lbrahim yazdani (A-2),

Mohammed llyas Yazdani (A-4) and Habeeb Mohammed (A-3), revealed four important

facts:
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a. About an enquiry about whether the room on the first floor of Mohammed

lbrahim Yazdani's (A-2) house was vacant and whether Javid Bhai (Tenant)

had left and how many days were left before lsmail Bhaya comes. They also

talk of the fact that they needed the room for "Chawal Pakana" and whether

they know the "thareeqha' (process), and that they were following the process

as written by the handler,

b. About the purchase of certain items for the experiment such as beaker and that

they could be purchased from Metro and Hollywood shop in Abids, Hyderabad,

c. About purchasing items such as Bagona (container), Tharaju (Weighing

balance) from Begum Bazaar, Loha ka Mandi or Chandrayanagutta,

d. About the fact that Habeeb Mohammed (A-3) had the money and there was

some Hawala money, which is needed to be checked.

17.41 They, finally, decided to set up their Lab at Habeeb Mohammed's (A-3)

house. Thereafter, Mohammed lbrahim Yazdani (A-2), Mohammed llyas Yazdani (A-4)

and Habeeb Mohammed (A-3) tried to purify urea, as per the instructions of the

handler, in the clandestine laboratory at Habeeb Mohammed's (A-3) place. The process

was downloaded on Mohammed lbrahim Yazdani's (A-2) mobile phone, at the instance

of the handler. During their conversations, they used the code words like "Chawal

pakana" , 'Chikki", "talcum powdef' and "Maggi" to refer to the

I. Through Disclosure Proceedings uts 27 of the Indian Evidence Act, it was

revealed that chawal meant II, Pakalenge means f Talcum

"ndIPowder, Maggi, etc., were used to denote the

acquired by the explosive material during experimentation. The contents and texture of

the preparation were seen in the two images were found on the mobile phone seized

from Mohammed lbrahim Yazdani (A-2), in forensic examination of the exhibits.

17.42 On the 19th June, 2016, an lftar party was conducted at Habeeb

Mohammad's (A-3) house by the group members. In this meeting, Abdullah Bin Ahmed

Al Amoodi (A-1), his friend, PWl, and PWI participated for the first time. The other

members who attended were Mohammed lbrahim Yazdani (A-2), Habeeb Mohammed

(A-3), Mohammed llyas Yazdani (A4), Yasir Naimathullah (4-6) and Mohd. Ataullah

Rahman (A-7). This was the meeting in which Ataullah Rahman (A-7) administered an

oral Bay'ah to these three (Al, PWI & PWI). The above three persons kept their

hands over the hand of Yasir Naimathullah (A-6) and repeated the Bay'ah recited by
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Mohd. Ataullah Rehman (A-7). Abdullah Bin Ahmed Al Amoodi (A-1) had entered late

into the conspiracy and requested Mohammed lbrahim Yazdani (A-2) to consider the

expenditure incurred by him on the purchase of Air rifle, pellets, target papers,

telescope and purchase of five mobiles as his contribution to the common fund.

Mohammed lbrahim Yazdani (A-2) asked Habeeb Mohammed (A-3) whether he had

called everyone for the lftar party to be held in Habeeb Mohammed's (A-3) house on

the 1gth June, 2016. Mohammed lbrahim Yazdani (A-2) told Habeeb Mohammed (A-

3) that he would be coming around six in the evening and asked Habeeb Mohammed

(A-3) to remind Shaikh @ Yasir Naimathullah (4-6) to come once again. Further in the

same conversation, Mohammed lbrahim Yazdani (A-2) asked him to get a fan

condenser, one or two gloves and one or two bulbs.

17.43 Abdullah Bin Ahmed Al Amoodi (A-1) remains mosfly in conversation with

Habeeb Mohammed (A-3) among the group members and is involved in the purchases

of Air rifles, Air pistols, pellets and target cards, chemicals like Hydrogen peroxide and

Acetone. Through the conversations among Mohammed lbrahim yazdani (A-2),

Habeeb Mohammed (A-3) and Yasir Naimathullah (4-6), it is also known that the group

decided to meet in Abdullah Bin Ahmed Al Amoodi's (A-1) house for a meeting.

Abdullah Bin Ahmed Al Amoodi (A-1) totd Habeeb Mohammed (A-3) about the

inauguration of 'the thing' and he told it is fantastic ano

further told him that he had upgraded it with a He told him that it has

a range of around 70 meters. Habeeb Mohammed (A-3) fufter enquires whether

testing was done for that range to which Abdullah Bin Ahmed Al Amoodi (A-1) replies

that long range testing is not done. Habeeb Mohammed (A-3), in this conversation,

told Abdullah Bin Ahmed Al Amoodi (A-1), that he would come the next dav to his house

and also says may Allah accept your sacrifices.

17.44 Further on the 21st June, 2016, Mohammed lbrahim yazdani (A-2)

installed chat secure application in Mohammed lrfan's (A-9) mobile. Mohammed

lbrahim Yazdani (A-2) dropped Muzaffar Hussain Rizwan (A-S) and Mohammed lrfan
(A-9) at the lmlibun Bus stand. They both took a bus to Anantapur and reached there

the early morning the next day. They booked a room at t|.re I in the name

of Muzaffar Hussain Rizwan (A-5) by giving his EplC card as an lD proof. Muzaffar

Hussain Rizwan (A-5) along with Mohammed lrfan (A-9) identified a secluded place

and sent the co-ordinates of the location to Mohammed lbrahim yazdani (A-2). Muzaffar
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Hussain Rizwan (A-5) kept a red cloth as an identification mark. Next day, Mohammed

lbrahim Yazdani (A-2) informed Muzaffar Hussain Rizwan (A-5) that the work could not

be carried out and asked them to return back to Hyderabad. Both Muzaffar Hussain

Rizwan (A-5) and Mohammed lrfan (A-9) went to the Railway Station, purchased

general tickets and boarded a train to Hyderabad. They reached Hyderabad

Kacheguda Railway Station at 5 AM, on 24.06.2016. Mohammed lbrahim Yazdani (A-

2) had given Rs. 6,000f as expenses to Mohammed lrfan (A-9). The red cloth was later

recovered from the spot under the pointing out cum disclosure proceedings during the

investigation.

17.45 The accused oersons were verv cautious in their conversations and took

extreme precautions while conversing with one another on mobile phones. They also

preferred to meet and talk in person rather than talking on mobile phones, which is

evident from their conversations. They often made use of code words in their

conversation and had been specifically instructed to delete messages and other

incriminating material from their mobile phones. In one conversation between

Mohammed lbrahim Yazdani (A-2) and Mohammed llyas Yazdani (A4), A-4 is asking

Mohammed lbrahim Yazdani (A-2) to log in for him and see if there are any messages

with names and also told him the procedure of how to delete the messages and asked

him to check and delete the messages as soon as possible. In yet another conversation

between Abdullah Bin Ahmed Al Amoodi (A-1) and another person, they emphasize on

meeting in person and talking rather than communicating over the phone.

17.46 Analysis of the Motivation of the Terrorist Gang: The accused

persons are followers of the pure Salafi sect of lslam, also known as the Ahle Hadeeth

sect. This sect preaches a puritanical form of lslam. Some of the accused are original

Ahle Hadeeth followers whereas others got influenced and came in the fold of this sect.

The followers of this sect believe that the Laws of the Shariah are the words of Allah

and are immutable and, therefore, they want restoration of the Shariah Law. Some

extreme radical followers of this sect preach a world view that the modern day

democracy is against the tenets of lslam, since laws in a democracy are made by man.

Such extreme radical ideologues of this sect see the world as divided between the

believers and the non-believers. In their world view, even a fellow Muslim is an

apostate, if he does not follow the pure Salafi interpretation of lslam. While the purist

followers of this sect are against violent methods, the Jihadi Salafists approve of even
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extreme violence to achieve and establish the true lslamic way of living as codified in

the Shariah law.

't7.47 In the eyes of the radical followers, to achieve this end through Jihad,

they should prepare and make themselves physically fit to fight. lt is to prepare

themselves for this Jihad that the accused persons in the instant case arranged for

knives, arms, ammunition, explosive precursors and chemicals, and were looking for

land to practice firing and conduct physical training.

17.48 Online radicalization towards Radical lslam: The accuseo persons

also disclosed how they were motivated and influenced in order to follow the radical

lslamic ideas, by watching videos of the lSlS, bayans (discourses and lectures) of
radical lslamic preachers, such as Anwar Awlaki, Abdu Sami easmi, Meraj Rabbani,

Tausif ur Rehman, Jerjees Ansari and zakir Naik .They also watched videos of alleged

against

the Muslims and empathized with their pain as part of the Ummah (the Muslim

brotherhood) and wanted to do something to avenge it. Investigation has established

that the members downloaded the lSlS propaganda videos, lSlS magazine -.Dabiq,,,
which convinced them that the lsls was fighting for the rights of the sunnis. The
presence of many such videos and other digital material, extracted from their digital
devices, establishes the influence of the lSlS on the accused persons.

17.49 Significance of taking Oath (Baya'h) of allegiance to the Caliphate
of the lsls: The Bay'ah signifies the pledge of allegiance to the caliph. He is believed

by his followers to be the person responsible for establishing the Law of the Shariah on

the Earth. The pledge formally places the group or individual, taking the oath under the

authority of the caliph. A part of the Bay'ah pledged by the accused in the instant case
is from the Hadeeth of Sahih Muslim Book 18, Hadeeth number 4255, as Abu Huraira

reported Allah's messenger (PBUH). The Baya'h sent by the group also contained a

Holy Quran verse, (Quran, al-Anfaal 8:39) and which reads as ,,And fight them until
there is no Fitnah and until the religion, all of it, is for Allah,'. The accused who
have been radicalized interpret the above verse in such a way and believe that fighting

the non-Muslims (disbelievers) is obligatory and the fighting should continue till there is

no more disbelief and oppression. Fitnah according to them is disbelief and oppression.

The 12th issue of the lSlS magazine Dabiq, insisted on the Bay,ah and talked about

the consequences of not pledging allegiance to the Caliph and is produced below. The
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13th online issue of the Dabiq was found in the digital extracts of Yasir Naimathullah's

(,A-6) mobile.

17.50 The lSlS is collecting Bay'ah from individuals and organizations around

the world. The pledge is solemnized through the joining of hands. In the following

paragraphs are illustrated some other instances, as documented from the open source,

where terrorists have pledged Bay'ah to Abu Bakr Al Baghdadi before commission of

terrorist attacks :-

The attackers who had killed Father Jacques Hamel in France appeared in a video

released by the ISIS inwhich theywere pledging allegiance to the Abu Bakr Al Baghdadi by

keeping the hand over the other. The related photographs, of swearing Baydh by joining

hands, as qvailable on open source and released by ISIS is reproduced below :

(http:/Arww.minor.co.uUnews/world-news/chillino-footaoe-shows-isis-french-8506691 as on 14

Dec2016)
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In a similar manner, the Orlando Pulse night club Shooter in USA, who killed 49 people and
wounded 53 others, had pledged allegiance to Abu Bab Al Baghdadi on a 9l I. The audio was
released and is at'ailable on the internet.

f.toulcl j httos:/ ,v!r/w.fbi.oov/contact-us/tield-offices/tamoa/newyoress-reteases/investioative-uodate,

reoardino-oulse'niohtclub-shootino as on 14 Dec 2016)

't7.51 The obligation to do Hijrah: In his first speech in July, 2014, while

declaring the establishment of the caliphate, Abu Bakr al Baghdadi, proclaimed himself

to be the Caliph of the Muslim world and said:

"O Muslims everywhere, whoever is capable of performing Hijrah to Islamic state,
then let him do so, because Hijrah to the land of Islam is obligatory and those who
do not do will find a place in Hellfire. We make a special call to all scholars, and
judges as well as people with military, administrative, and semice expertise, and
medical doctors and Engineers ofall dffirentfelds." He further added, ,,For these
professionals, as well as for Jighterc, emigrution is a religious obligation ,'

The third issue of the Dabiq Magazine, which is the lSlS mouthpiece, also called for
performing of Hijrah. This clearly indicates why the youths, radicalized by the ideology

of the lsls, similar to the accused in the instant case, felt obligated to perform Hijrah as

a religious duty.

't7.52 Ghange of strategy to plan violent activities wherover they reside:
Investigation has established that some of the group members planned to go to Syria

to join the lslamic state along with the family but their attempts were not successful.

They were advised by the handler that if it wasn't possible to come to Syria, the

members can work towards establishing and helping the Caliphate wherever they are.



This is also reflected in one of the various speeches of the lSlS spokesperson, Abu

Muhammed al Adnani, recovered from the digital devices of Yasir Naimatullah (46) and

Habeeb Mohammed (A-4), which is mentioned below:

Do not lel this battle pass by lou rltherever you may be. You must strike tle soldiers,
patrons, and troops ofthe [unbelieversJ. Strikc the police, security, and intelligence

members, as well as their treacherous a9ents......... Kill him in any manner or
way however il may be. Do not ask for anyone's advice and do not seek any one's
verdict. Kill the disbeliever whether he is civilian or military..... "If you are not

able to fnd an IED or bullet, then single out the disbelieving American, Frenchmen

or any of their allies. Smash his headwith a rock, or slaughter him with a knife, or
run him over with your car, or throw him down from a high place, or choke him, or
poison him.... If you are unable to do so, then burn his home, car, or business or
destroy his crops. If you are unable to do so, then spit in his face. "

The group members decided to stay in India and plan the terror attacks

through conspiracy. Some members of the group had the intention to target policemen

and police station and had plotted the coordinates ofthe police stations in Hyderabad.

17.53 Secure means of communication without leaving any trace of digital

evidence: Investigation has established that the group used different methods of

communication to connect within the group and with the handler. This included the use

of the dark net through Tor broweer, use of encryption applications such as Orbot,

Amn al Mujahid (an encryption program by Al-Fajr Media Centre, which is the

exclusive online distributor of Al Qaeda's Propaganda), Chat secure, Telegram and

encrypted emails like Tutanota on a Tails Operating System platform. They

deliberately used secure communication and encryption to evade the monitoring by law

enforcement agencies. As a precaution, only one person to the group, Mohammed

lbrahim Yazdani (A-2), was in communication with the handler through such secure

form of communication. Mohammed lbrahim Yazdani (A-2) and Abdullah Bin Ahmed Al

Amoodi (A-1) had applications such as Amn Al Mujahid installed on the mobile

pnones.

17.* Minimum use of Mainstream social media with no hint of any links

to the lSlS: The handler discouraged the use of social media like Facebook and

WhatsApp for discussion of one's ideology. There were specific instructions from the

handler for communication between group members and to keep the group small. The

handler had clearly inshucted not to search for the lSlS on the Internet, to lead a normal

life, not to share or disclose anything of the group to outsiders, to use Chatsecure for
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group communications and use mobile phones only to inform friends to meet at a
particular place and discuss most of the things in person. All the members, at one point

of time or the other, had used code words, minimally used mobile phones, used dark

net applications, used encryption and chatsecure or other secure apps to
communicate.

17.55 Investigation conducted, so far, has successfully established that all the

accused persons are members of a terrorist gang and all of them had the knowledge of

the conspiracy. Each member played his role in the conspiracy. There were several

meetings conducted by the members over the period where many decisions were taken

on the course of action to be taken in furtherance of the conspiracy. The tasks were

delegated on a need to know basis. The group made efforts to go and join the lSlS,

took instructions from the handler, formed a terrorist group, pledged Bay,ah to the lSlS,

recruited other members, contributed money, utilized the funds so collected to procure

raw materials, Mobile phones, SIM cards, firearms, ammunition, explosive precursors,

in pursuance of the terror conspiracy. All the accused persons had conspired with a
common intent to strike terror and threaten the safety, security and integrity of the

nation. The allegations in the FIR against the accused persons are thus established

through the evidence collected.

17.56. Experts Examination/Analvsis and Opinion:-

17.56.1 Opinion of CFSL Explosives Expert : The CFSL Report has

confirmed the presence of Acetone, Hydrogen peroxide, 2 Chloro,g-Methyl

acridine and Urea, which were recovered from the residence of accused persons

and has opined that Acetone and Hydrogen peroxide can be used to make

Triacetone Triperoxide - in short rATP. TATp is a deadly explosive mixture, which

was used in terrorist attacks in Paris, carried out bv lSlS in 20lS.

'17,56.2 Opinion of CFSL Ballistics Expert : The Ballistics Expert Report

opines that the pistols recovered from the house of Abdullah Bin Ahmed Al Amoodi
(A-1), are .30 inch calibre and both of them are in working condition and are

firearms as defined in the Arms Act. The 13 cartridges of 7.62x25 mm size seized

are of prohibited bore and come under the purview of the Arms Act. The .22 calibre
pellets recovered are of three types, two of which are suggested for target practice

while the third kind is used for hunting. The seized Scorpious iOO PRECIHOLE
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air rifle was used to test fire the three kinds of pellets by the CFSL and it was found

that it could work with the first two kinds of pellets but the third kind of pellet could

not fit in the slot of the recovered air rifle. The dimensions of the multiole holes on

the paper targets and wooden target also were found to match with the first two

kinds of oellets recovered but not the third. This indicates that there was another

air rifle which could not be recovered from him. The 17 cartridges of 7.62 x 25 mm

calibre, seized from Habeeb Mohammed's (A-3) house, also are ammunition of

firearms, under the Arms Act, '1958, as per expert examination.

17.56.3 Reports of forensic examination of the Digital Exhibits by

Telangana FSL, C-DAC and CERTIN : The analysis of the laptop and other digital

articles seized from the accused persons have revealed a large number of online

audio / video statements of various lslamic Jihadists, several of which encourage

Indians to join the lSlS, justify the Caliphate and the present situation in lraq and

the just cause of the lSlS. lt is seen that the accused had downloaded various

secure online communication platforms like Tor browser, Amn AL Mujahid,

Chatsecure, Orbot, Orfox and Trillian applications, for secretive communications,

as suggested to them by their handler of the lSlS.

17.56.4 The expert analysis of the digital Tab recovered from Muzaffar

Hussain Rizwan (A-5) has revealed that the digital document relating to three GPS

co-ordinates were saved in it, which correspond to I, I ano

I police stations, when plotted on the Google map. This corroborates

fact disclosed by accused Muzaffar Hussain Rizwan (A-5), that he was tasked to

survey police stations by the group.

'17.56.5 Opinion of the GEQD Expert at FSL: No definite opinion with

respect to the comparison of the Arabic hand writing of Mohammed llyas

Yazdani (A-4) and Mohd. Ataullah Rahman (A-7) was given. The GEQD opined

that "As the identification of handwriting is based on the principle of 'like-withlike'

comparison, it is requested to supplement further specimen writings in Arabic script,

which may be obtained by dictating repeatedly on 10 - 1 5 sheets the entire contents

(e.9. same sentences of the disputed Arabic writings may be dictated in a jumbled

manner) from the persons concerned, Viz. Mohammed llyas Yazdani (A-4) and



Mohd. Ataullah Rehman (A-7) and the same may be sent for further examination.

Further the admitted sample send by the CIO of Mohammed llyas Yazdani (A4)

was not comparable, for the same reasons as mentioned above. Efforts are being

made, to get comparable samples and send again for comparison at the earliest.

17.56.6 Wth respect to comparison of the Questioned document of Muzallar

Hussain Rizwan (A-5), the GEQD opined that "all the writing habits as occurring in

the disputed writings and signature marked Q3 (found at two places in one and the

same sheet) could not be collectively accounted for from the specimen writings and

has therefore, not been possible to express any opinion regarding its
authorship or otherwise. For a like with like comparison, as well as in order to

further assess the nature and extent of variations in the writings and signatures of
Muzaffar Hussain Rizwan (A-5), his further specimen writings and signatures may

be obtained repeatedly on 10-15 sheets, by dictating the entire content as occuring
in the disputed writings marked Q3 (at two places), and the same (e.g. same words

and figures of the disputed writing may be dictated in a jumbled manner) may be

sent for further examination'.

17.56,7 Technical Evidence: The technical evidence in the form of Call

detail analysis of the mobile phones belonging to the accused persons has been

collected. The contents of the mobile phones seized from the accused persons.

also show the numbers of accused persons stored in their phone books, thereby

establishing their association. The tower locations of their mobiles, from their call

records, on important dates, establish their movement and location in the Dlaces of
their visit. All the visits of group members in pursuance of the terror conspiracy to

ano escape ro l. nave oeen

18. CHARGE:.

corroborated by CDR analysis.
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18.1 Accused (A-l): Abdullah Bin Ahmed Al Amoodi @ Fahad @

Abuhaleema : Though A-1 had entered late into the conspiracy, he was an active

member of the group. Investigation has established that he pledged an oral Baya'h on

the 19th June lftar party meeting at A-3's place. Firearms, ammunition, chemicals, air-

rifle, target boards, etc, were seized from his house during the searches conducted by

the NlA.

18.2 The CFSL Report has established the seizure of Acetone, Hydrogen

Peroxide, 2 Chloro-g-Methyl acridine and Urea at his place and has opined that Acetone

and Hydrogen Peroxide can be used to make TATP. TATP is a high explosive which

was used in the Brussels and Paris Bataclen attack, both claimed by the lSlS.

18,3 The Ballistics Expert Report has established that the pistols are .30 inch

calibre and both of them are in working condition and come under the purview of the

Arms Act. The 13 cartridges ol 7.62x25 mm prohibited bore were recovered from his

olace and these come under the Durview of the Arms Act.

18.4 the .22 calibre pellets recovered from his place are of three types, two of

which are used for target practice while the third kind is used for hunting, as per the

CFSL Report. The recovered Scorpious 100 PRECIHOLE air rifle was used to test fire

the three kinds of pellets by the CFSL and could work with the first two kinds of pellets

but the third kind of oellet could not fit in the slot of the recovered air rifle.

18.5 The analysis of the laptop and other digital articles seized from his house

revealed online Bayans of Abdus Sami Qasmi audios which encourage Indians to join

the lSlS, justifying the Caliphate and the present situation in lraq, the lSlS Videos, etc.

He had downloaded Tor browser, Amn AL Mujahid, Chat secure, Orbot, Orfox and

Trillian applications which are all secure applications whose use is suggested by the

lSlS. His Ghatsecure name abuhaleema appeared in the buddylist of the Chatsecure

lD of lbrahim Yazdani (A-2) I@dukgo.com.

18.6 A few pictures of airguns, air pistols, a person holding and aiming with it and

a drone like object were recovered from his mobile phone.
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18.7 The listening intercepts prove that A-1 was aware of the conspiracy and was

in communication with Habeeb Mohammed (A-3) and had kept him informed about the

purchase of the air rifle, the air gun, the scope, stand, etc. A-3 and others visited A-1's

cellar also, where he had shown them the firearms brought from Nanded and given to

A-1 for cleaning.

18.8 He also kept A-3 informed about the range of the Rifle and in turn A-3 kept

lbrahim Yazdani (A-2) informed about the target practice. Documentary evidence exists

to prove that he had purchased air guns, pellets and was in the process of purchasing

more of them through Amazon.

18.9 Hence, evidence collected conclusively establishes that Abdullah Bin Ahmed

Al Amoodi @ Fahad (A-1) conspired along with others and collected money, firearms

and explosive substances, with an intent to commit terrorist acts.

18.10 He associated himself with the tenorist organization called the lslamic State

of lraq and Syria (the lSlS) and pledged his allegiance through the Bay'ah to Abu Bakr

al-Baghdadi, the self-proclaimed Caliph of the lslamic State and the head of the terrorist

organization the lSlS and was a member of the group called Jhund ul Khilafa Fi Bilad

Al Hind (Army of the Caliph from the South lndia). The pledging of Bay'ah among all

the group members also signifies the common intention of the conspirators to commit

a terrofist act. The Bay'ah was sent to the handler, which amounts to membership of

the said proscribed terrorist organization.

18.11 Hence on the basis of the above investigation it is recommended that

Abdullah Bin Ahmed Al Amoodi@ Fahad @ Abuhaleema (A-f ) be charged for
offences committed under sections 18, 20, 38 and 39 of the Unlawful Activities

(Prevention) Act, 1967, Sections 4 and 5 of the Explosives Substances Act,

Section 25 (lA) of the Arms Act, /w Section 1208 lPC, r/w Sectaon 34, lPC.

'18,12 Accused (A-2) Mohammed lbrahim Yazdani @ Abu Abdurrahman: He

was the main conspirator in India who was in constant communication with the handler.

He used to receive instructions from the handler and pass it on to the other members

in the group. He was earlier working in Saudi Arabia, where he was initiated into radical
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lslamic ideology, by a Jordanian national, namely Suhayb Al Abudi, who later died

fighting for the lSlS in Dawlah. The Facebook chats with Suhayb Al Abudi's brother

Suleiman establish this fact.

18.'13 Thereafter, while trying to locate someone who could guide him to go to Syria

for joining the lSlS, he got in touch with the lSlS handler, Abu lssa Al Amriki, who has

helped many persons join the lSlS. He also tried to go to Syria via Greece on two

occasions, both the times VISA was refused to him. The documents from the I
! prove the above fact.

18.14 The listening intercepts, the Email extraction of his Tutanota mail lD and

CDRs prove that he had visited ! and ! along with Habeeb Mohammed (A-

3) in pursuance ofthe conspiracy and had procured weapons from Nanded. Black Bajaj

Pulsar AP-1 1-AJ-8643 bike used for transporting fire arms & ammunition has been

seized. He was in communication with the handler through encrypted Tutanota mail lD

and Telegram messaging application. He was using Telegram (Goku as display

name) and Chatsecure application to communicate with the other members of the

group.

18.15 The extraction proceedings carried out for one ofthe Chatsecure accounts

I@xmpp.ip , revealed the buddy list of lbrahim Yazdani (A-2) which shows

the Chatsecure lDs of Abdul Raoof (A-8), llyas Yazdani (A-4) and two accounts of the

handler as the buddies, who were in communication with him. The extraction

proceedings of another Chat secure account I@oukgo.com showed three

buddies in the list which were Chat secure lDs of Yasir Naimathullah (A-6), Ataullah

Rehman (A-7) and the handler. The meetings conducted by him have been proved by

the intercepted communication and statements of the witnesses.

't8.'16 The statement u/s 164 CrPC of proves that A-2 along with

the other members had pledged a Bay'ah to Abu Bakr Al Baghdadi. lt also proves that

A-2 along with other members had been looking for land for conducting training in

physical fitness.
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18.17 The witnesses also prove the fact that the terrorist gang raised funds for the

gang's activities and that the contribution of A-2 was initially in the form of the gold

jewellery of his wife, which was later converted into cash by him.

18.18 The intercepted mobile communication proves the purchase of material

required for preparation of the explosives. The disclosure by the accused revealed

various code words used for like, 'Maggi', 'Talcum Powder',

'Desktop', 'Chawal Pakana', etc. He also actively recruited other members into the

group and sent their Bay'ah to the handler which is proved as per the emails extracted

from his Tutanota email lD.

18.19 lt has also been established that he was receiving instructions direcfly from

the handler. He was instrumental in sending llyas Yazdani (A-4) to collect explosive

material from f The location, as received from the handler was Dassed on

to A-4 by a message which has been retrieved from A-4's mobile phone. He had

instructed Rizwan (A-5) and lrfan (A-9) to look for hide ouU shelter places and then he

had visited the locations to finalize them. lt has also been conclusively established that

he, along with other members of the group, had fled fearing arrest, when I had went

underground to leave the group.

18.20 Hence evidence collected conclusively establishes that lbrahim yazdani (A-

2) conspired along with others and collected money, firearms and explosive substances

with the intent to commit terrorist acts. He associated himself with the terrorist

organization lSlS, and pledged his allegiance through the Bay'ah to Abu Bakr al-

Baghdadi, the self-proclaimed caliph of the lslamic state and the head of the proscribed

terrorist organization - the lsls and formed a group called Jhund ut Khitafa Fi Bitad
AI Hind (Army of the Caliph from the South India) and vowed to fight them until there

is no more disbelief and oppression. The Bay'ah when sent, amounts to membership

of the said terrorist organization. He also raised funds to finance the activities of the

terrorist gang and recruited more people into the group and sent their Bay,ah to the

lSlS handler.

18.2'l Hence on the basis of the above evidence collected, Mohammed lbrahim

Yazdani @ Abu Abdurrahman (A-2) be charged for offences committed under
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sections 't7, 18, 188, 20, 38 and 39 of the Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act,

1967, Sections 4 and 5 of the Explosives Substances Act, Section 25 (1A) of the

Arms Act, r/w Section 120B and Section 34, lPC.

18.22 Accused (A-3): Habeeb Mohammed @ Abu Shaibah : Habeeb (A-3)

was the main co- conspirator who was associated with lbrahim Yazdani (A-2) from the

flrst meeting itself. The witnesses prove the fact that most of the meetings in relation to

the conspiracy were conducted at his place. He was an active member of the terrorist

gang and had pledged the Bay'ah to Abu bakr Al Baghdadi in the Kuniya name of "Abu

Shaibah", as per the disclosure proceedings of llyas Yazdani (A-4). He had contributed

an amount of 1 ,1 8,0001 to the terrorist fund collected by the group and was the

custodian of all the said fund.

18.23 Habeeb (A-3) was instrumental in setting up a clandestine lab on the first

floor of his house. He had purchased articles required to set up the lab and for

preparation of explosives. He was also instrumental in preparation of the explosives

and kept updating lbrahim Yazdani (A-2) about the progress of preparation of

explosives, which is evident ifi the listening intercepts of both of them. He was also in

search of land which is proved throuoh the statements of witnesses.

18.24 The following articles were seized from his house during the search:

a- Aluminium pot with a viscous residue sticking to the bottom inside

b. 10 kg of White granular powder mixed with crystalline material

c. Gas stove with cylinder

d. Glass bottle with liquid (700m1 approx.)

e. Weighing balance marked Wipro along with weights.

f. lron nails (850 gms) of size one inch.

g. White crystalline granules (3 Kg)

h. 1 5 Plastic disposable hand gloves and 7 Disposable face masks.

i. Three knives,

j Two lotus brand time pieces

k. 2 Pendrives, Internal Hard disk. One laptop, 3 mobiles

l. 17live rounds, etc.



18.25 The CFSL Report confirmed the presence of Urea in the aluminium pot.

The white granular substance was identified as Urea. The photo of the aluminium pot

with chemical substance used for experimentation has been retrieved from 42 lbrahim's

mobile phone. The Ballistics Expert Report about the 1Z cartridges recovered from his

house revealed that they are of prohibited 7 .62x2s mm calibre, which can be fired both

from pistols and sub machine guns.

18.26 Habeeb (A-3) had accompanied lbrahim yazdani (A-2) to I anO

I and had brought weapons and ammunition. Their visit to f anO ! is

established by their mobile tower locations. some ammunition was subsequen y

seized from his house on his disclosure and pointing out proceedings. The intercepted
communications also reveal that he was telling A-2 that the weapon was not in working
condition and that the ammunition does not fit into the chamber of the firearm.

18'27 Investigation has also established that he had used false documents as
identity proof for obtaining the SIM cards.

'18'28 lt has also been established that he along with other members, had been
scouting for land for conducting training in physical fitness and target practice with
firearms. He had been in communication with people for purchase of land in an isolated
area which was proved through witnesses. He was a highly radicalized member of the
group and had a Jihadi flag as his profile picture on Facebook.

18.29 A-3 also arranged for the transfer of about 1 1 00 Dirhams (Rs. 2o.ooo/-
approx.) as Hawala money transfer to the handler in Dubai through the relative for
lbrahim (A-2).

18.30 Hence evidence colrected conclusively proves that Habeeb Mohammed (A-

3) conspired along with others and collected money, firearms and explosive substances
with an intent to commit acts in order to strike terror in the minds of people.

18'31 He associated himself with the terrorist organization called the lslamic state
of lraq and syria (the lsls) and pledged his ailegiance through the Bay'ah to Abu Bakr
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al- Baghdadi, the self-proclaimed Caliph of the lslamic State and the head of the

proscribed terrorist organization - the lSlS, and was instrumental in forming the group

called Jhund ul Khilafa Fi Bilad Al Hind (Army of the Caliph from the South India) and

vowed to fight until there is no more disbelief and oppression. The Bay'ah was sent to

the handler, which amounts to membership of the said terrorist organization.

18.32 He contributed funds for the activities of the terrorist gang, kept the fund in

his custody, provided the first floor of his house for preparation of explosives and

hosted most of the meetings related to conspiracy in his house. Hence, on the basis

of the above evidence collected, Habeeb Mohammed @ dbu Shaibah (A-3) be

charged for offences committed under sections 17, 18, 18 B' 20, 38 and 39 of the

Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act, 1967, Section 120B IPC' section 4' 5 and 6

of the Explosives Substances Act, Section 25 (1A) of the Arms Act r/w Section

34, tPC.

18.33 Accused A4: Mohammed llyas Yazdani @ Abu Mansoor! The

accused flyas Yazdani had studied for two years in the Jamia Darussalam Arabic

College, fo( lhe Edadi Awwal (5 year) course. He subscribes to

the same extreme Jihadi Salafist ideology, as his brother lbrahim Yazdani (A-2). He

tried to justify the lSlS activities to nis I class mate in I, whose statement

has been recorded. He attempted to go to Syria via Greece on two occasions along

with his brother, but VISA was refused to him on both the occasions.

18.34 He was an active member of the terrorist gang and had pledged the Bay'ah

to Abu bakr Al Baghdadi in the Kuniya name of " Abu Mansoor'', as per his own

disclosure. He wrote the original Bayaah in Arabic which is corroborated by the

statement of recorded under 164 CrPC. Since he can read and write

Arabic, the Bay'ah was written by himself and was later scanned at his

where he used to work and sent it to lbrahim Yazdani (A-2) using A-2's Tutanota mail

tD.

18.35 Habeeb (A-3) had a Telegram lD in the name of Jiyan Soniyo on his mobile

number f, through which he was in communication with the other group

members. He also had a chatsecure account in the name of fgdukgo.com
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't8.36 The analysis of the digital articles seized from 44 reveals that he had

downloaded the video describing how to purify ammonium nitrate. He had revealed in

his interrogation that he intended to target the police stations and discussed the idea

with lbrahim Yazdani (A-2), who, in turn, had asked A-5 to identify some police stations

and calculate the distances between them.

18.37 An SMS retrieved from his mobile phone with text "I road i5
mtr chota pull" establishes that he had been assigned the task to collect the explosive

tromI.

18.38 He was closely associated with lbrahim yazdani (A-2) and had also once

operated the Tutanota Mail account of lbrahim yazdani. The intercepted

communication between A-4 with A-2 reveals discussions regarding the process and
progress of the preparation of explosives. He was also instrumental in repairing the gas

chulha used for preparation of explosives. During investigation, he pointed out the place

where he had procured the weighing machine and weights required for weighing the

components for the purpose of purification of ammonium nitrate.

18.39 Hence, the evidence collected conclusively proves that llyas yazdani (A-4)

conspired along with other and collected money, firearms and explosive substances

with an intent to commit acts likely to strike terror in the minds of people.

18'40 He associated himself with the terrorist organization called the lslamic state
of lraq and Syria (the lSlS) and pledged his allegiance through the Bay,ah to Abu Bakr

Al-Bagdadi, the self-proclaimed Caliph of the lslamic State and the head of the
proscribed tenorist organization- the lsls, and formed a group called Jhund ul Khilafa

Fi Bilad Al Hind (Army of the caliph from the south India) and vowed to fight until there

is no more disbelief and oppression. The Bay'ah when sent, amounts to membership

of the said terrorist organization.

18.41 He aided and abetted the activities of the terrorist gang and wrote the Bay,ah

for the group and scanned it at his workplace to be sent to the lSlS handler. Hence,

on the basis of the above investigation, Mohammed llyas yazdani @ Abu
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Mansoor (A4) be charged with offences commifted under sections 18, 20, 38 and

39 of the Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act, 1967, Sections 4, 5 and 6 of the

Explosives Substances Act, Section 25 (1A) of the Arma Act, Section l20B and

Section 34, lPC.

18.42 Accused (A-5) Muzaffar Hussain Rizwan @ Rizrvan @ Abulhasan was

an active member of the terrorist gang and had pledged the Bay'ah to Abu bakr Al

Baghdadi in the Kuniya name of 'Abul Hasan". He was associated with them since the

first meeting itself and was assigned the role of accountant. He had attended most of

the meetings of the group and it has been established by the witnesses and the

interceoted communication.

18.43 Rizwan (A-5) had contributed Rs. 450/- to the funds collected by the group.

He had gone to ! for collection of explosive material and had passed on the co-

ordinates of the location to lbrahim Yazdani (A-2). The intercepted communication and

the location ascertained from the CDRS establish that he had gone to f ano

that he had a conversation about the process of making explosives and about the

picking up of explosives with llyas Yazdani (A-4).

18.4 He had also searched for the hideouU shelter house as instructed by lbrahim

Yazdani (A-2), as established from the statements of witnesses. He was tasked to

locate police stations for targeting them. The analysis of the Tab recovered from him

shows three GPS co-ordinates saved in it. which correspond to

and I police stations, when plotted on the Google map.
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18.45 Hence evidence collected conclusively establishes that Muzaffar Hussain

Rizwan (A-5) conspired along with other co-accused for collection of explosive

substances with an intent to commit terrorist acts. He associated himself with the

terrorast organization called the lslamic state of lraq and syria (the lsls) and pledged

his allegiance through the Bay'ah to Abu Bakr al- Baghdadi, the self-proclaimed caliph
of the lslamic state and the head of the proscribed terrorist organization - the lsls, and

formed a group called Jhund ul Khilafa Fi Bilad Al Hind (Army of the caliph from the

South India). The Bay'ah when sent, amounts to membership of the said terrorist

organization. He aided and abetted the activities of the terrorist gang.

18.46 Hence on the basis of the above evidences collected against Muzaffar
Hussain Rizwan @ Rizwan @ Abulhasan liable to be charged for offences
committed under sections 17, 18, 20, 38 and 39 of the Untawful Activities
(Prevention) Act, 1967, Sections 4, 5 and 6 ofthe Explosives Substances, Section
25 (1A) of the Arms Act r/w Section 12OB and Section 34. lpC.

18.47 Accused (A-6) Yasir Naimathuilah @ Naimath Ullah Hussaini @ yasir

@ Abu Darda_was an actlve member of the terrorist gang and had pledged the Bay,ah

to Abu bakr Al Baghdadi in the Kuniya name of "Abu Darda" as per ihe disclosure of
llyas Yazdani (A-4). He was associated with them since the first meeting itself. He had
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been assigned the role of the Amir (Commander), as he was the senior most among

the members of the gang.

18.48 He contributed Rs.50, 000/- towards the collective fund raised by the group

and had also deposited Rs.500/- as contribution from PW{, whom he had tried to

recruit to the gang. He had also helped lbrahim Yazdani (A-2) to convert his wife's

jewellery into cash for the terrorist fund.

18.49 The interceoted communication establishes that he was aware of the

conspiracy and had known about the weapons and explosive material being procured.

He attended most of the meetings of the group and had played an important role in

recruiting the three new members through oral Bay'ah in the lftar party held at Habeeb's

(A-3) house on 19rh June, 2016.

18.50 The analysis of the digital articles seized from him establishes his

association with the lSlS. The 13th issue of the Dabiq magazine was also downloaded

by him. He used chatsecure to "I@dukgo.com and Whatsapp for

communicating with the other members of the gang. Fearing arrest, he had fled along

with lbrahim Yazdani (A-2), Habeeb Mohammed (A-3) and A-7 Mohd Ataullah Rahman

after the report of disappearance of A conversation between A-6

and A-7 retrieved from the mobile phone of A-6 establishes the collection of fund for

the terrorist gang.

18.51 Hence evidence collected conclusively establishes that Naimath Ullah

Hussaini (A-6) was involved in the conspiracy alongwith others whereby they collected

money, firearms and explosive substances with an intent to commit acts likely to strike

terror in the minds of the people.

18.52 He associated himself with the terrorist organization called the lslamic State

of lraq and Syria (the lSlS) and pledged his allegiance through the Bay'ah to Abu Bakr

al- Baghdadi, the self-proclaimed Caliph of the lslamic State and the head of the

proscribed terrorist organization - the lSlS, and formed a group called Jhund ul Khilafa

Fi Bilad Al Hind (Army of the Caliph from the South lndia) and vowed to fight until there

is no more disbelief and Oppression. The Bay'ah, when sent, amounts to membership

of the said terrorist organization.
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18.53 Hence on the basis of the above investigation and evidence collected

Yaslr Naimathullah @ Naimath Ullah Hussaini @ Yasir @ Abu Darda is liable to
be charged with offences committed under sections 17, 18,188,20, 38 and 39 of
the Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act, 1967, Sections 4 and S of the Explosives
Substances Act, Section 25 (1A) of the Arms Act r/w Section 1208 and Section
34, tPC.

18.54 AccGed (A.7) Mohd Ataullah Rahman @ Ghouse @ lbne Bidri , also

known as Shaikh, was the religious motivator of the group and preached extreme Jihadi

Salafism, providing justification from the Quran and the Hadeeth. He conducted DARS

and preached the salafi ideology on the subject of Tawheed, Shirq, Kuffar, while
justifying the lSlS and the Caliphate. He joined the gang later and became an active

member of the terrorist gang and pledged a separate Bay'ah with Kuniya name "tbn

Bidri" to Abu Bakr Al-Baghdadi through lbrahim yazdani (A-2). The fact that he used to
give Dars is established by the contents of the intercepted communication.

18.55 He contributed Rs. 2,000/- to the collective fund of the group to fund the

terror activities of the gang. A conversation between 4-6 and A-7 retrieved from the

mobile phone of 4-6 establishes the collection of the fund

18.56 He was instrumental in recruiting pwl to join the group and pledge

allegiance to the lsls caliphate, for whom he had written the Bay'ah. He also recruited

three new entrants to the group by administering the oral Bay'ah to them. He had fled
fearing arrest alongwith lbrahim Yazdani (A-2), Habeeb Mohammed (A-3) and yasir

Naimathullah (A-6), after the report of disappearance and arrest of-
in May, 2016.

18'57 Forensic analysis of the digital articles seized from him revealed literature

appreciating the acts of osama Bin Laden, the book Al Umda (The essentials of making

ready for Jihad) wnften by Abdul Qader Abdul Aziz, which are used as Jihad training
manual by the Al Qaeda. Various books by Mohammed bin Abdul Wahab, the founder

of wahabism and a Jihadi ideologue and other such literature justifying violent means

to establish Law of the Shariya were also recovered from his digital devices.

18.58 Hence evidence collected conclusively establishes that Mohd Ataullah

Rahman (A-7) was involved in the conspiracy along with others, whereby they collected

money, firearms and explosive substances with an intent to commit a terrorist act.
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18,59 He associated himself with the terrorist organization called the lslamic State

of lraq and Syria (the lSlS) and pledged his allegiance through the Bay'ah to Abu Bakr

al- Baghdadi, the self-proclaimed Caliph of the lslamic State and the head of the

proscribed terrorist organization - the lSlS, and formed a group called Jhund ul Khilafa

Fi Bilad Al Hind (Army of the Caliph from the South India) and vowed to fight until there

is no more disbelief and oppression. The Bay'ah when sent, amounts to membership

of the said tenorist organization.

18.60 He along with lbrahim Yazdani (A-2) had recruited one PWI and wrote the

Bay'ah in Arabic and had fonrarded the Bay'ah to the handler through lbrahim Yazdani

(A-2). He aided and abetted the activities of the terrorist gang and recruited three

persons (PWl PWI and accused A-1) into the gang by administering an oral Bay'ah

to them. He also contributed money to fund the activities of the terrorist gang.

18.61 Hence on the basis ofthe above evidence Mohd. Ataullah Rahman @

Ghouse @ lbne Bidri is liable to be charged with offences committed under

sections 17, 18, 18B, 20, 38 and 39 of the Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act,

1967, Sections 4 and 5 of the Explosives Substances Act, Section 25 (1A) of the

Arms Act r/w Section 1208 and Section 34, lPC.

18.62 Accused (A-8) Abdul Raoof @ Mohammed Almashrifi - He was initially

an active member of the gang who was associated with lbrahim Yazdani (A-2). He

attended two meetings conducted by the group, before he got scared of the activities

being undertaken by the gang and stage managed his exit. He had pledged the Bay'ah

to Abu bakr Al Baghdadi in the Kuniya name of "Mohammed Almashrifi' as per the

disclosure proceeding of llyas Yazdani (A-4). The Bay'ah, when sent, amounts to

membership of the said terrorist organization.

18.63 He was influenced by the ideology of the lSlS and justified it to the group

that the lSlS was fighting for the rights of Sunni Muslims. He was considered to be an

authority on Hadeeth and was consulted by the members on important religious

matters. He was present when the Bay'ah was written by llyas Yazdani (A-4) and had

contributed the Hadeeth of Muslim to aid in writing the Bay'ah correctly.

18.64 He was in communication with all the members of the group and had been

,"ing l@dukgo.com as his chatsecure lD for communication with

others in the group. He had contributed Rs. 25001 for the collective fund through Yasir
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Naimathullah (4-6). He used to frequent the I Internet caf€ owned by ! where

he had watched and downloaded the lSlS related videos, Literature, Dabiq etc and had

discussion with other group members about the above issues.

18.65 He went to look for land for the physical training needs of the group members

on two occasions and had known that the locations were to be sent to the handler.

However, he got scared of the group's activities and exited from the group by stage

managing his exit by

He did not participate in any further activities of the group.

I
18.66 Hence on the basis of the above evidence collected Abdul Raoof @
Mohammed Almashrifi, is liable to be charged with offences committed under

sections 20, 38 and 39 of the Unlawful Activities (preyention) Act, i967.

18.67 The Sanction of Prosecution for prosecuting the accused in exercise of the
powers conferred under Section 45(1) of the Unlawful Activities (prevention) Act, 1967,

(as amended) has been accorded by the Government of India, vide order No

1101111512O16-ISJV Ministry of Home Affairs, Internal Security-l Division, dated
2'l-12-2016, against 1. Abdullah Bin Ahmed Al Amoodi @ Fahad @ Abuhateema
(A-1), 2. Mohammed lbrahim Yazdani @ Abu Abdurrahman (A-2), 3. Habeeb
Mohammed @ Abu Shaibah (A-3), 4. Mohammed llyas yazdani @ Abu Mansoor
(A4), 5. Muzaffar Hu$ain Riaran @ Rizwan @ Abulhasan (A-b), 6. yasir

Naimathullah @ Naimath Ullah Hussaini @ Yasir @ Abu Darda (A-6), 7. Mohd
Ataullah Rahman @ Ghouse @ lbne Bidri (A-7), and 8. Abdul Raoof @
Mohammed Almashrifi (A-8). The original sanction order is produced herewith.

18.68 The previous Sanction of the competent authority, Commissioner of police,

Hyderabad City, under section 7 of the Explosive Substances Act, 1908, to prosecute

1. Abdullah Bin Ahmed Al Amoodi @ Fahad @ Abuhaleema (A-1), 2. Mohammed

lbrahim Yazdani @ Abu Abdurrahman (A-2) , 3. Habeeb Mohammed @ Abu
Shaibah (A-3), 4. Mohammed llyas Yazdani @ Abu Mansoor (A.,4), 5, Muzaffar
Hussain Riavan @ Rialan @ Abulhasan (A-5), 6. yas3r Naimathullah @ Naimath

Ullah Hussaini @ Yasir @ Abu Darda (A-6), and 7. Mohammed Ataullah Rahman

@ Ghouse @ lbne Bidri (A-7) under sections 4, 5 and 6 of the Explosives Substances

Act, 1908, has been accorded by the Commissioner of police cum Addl. District
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Magistrate, Hyderabad City, vide order No. L&O/M3/2880/2016, dated 'l4111l2U6.fhe

original sanction order is enclosed herewith.

18.69 The Sanction of the competent authority, i.e., the Commissioner of Police,

Hyderabad City, under Section 39 of the Arms Act to prosecute '1. Abdullah Bin

Ahmed Al Amoodi @ Fahad @ Abuhaleema (A.'l), 2. Mohammed lbrahim Yazdani

@ Abu Abdurrahman (A-2) , 3. Habeeb Mohammed @ Abu Shaibah (A-3), 4.

Mohammed llyas Yazdani @ Abu Mansoor (A-,4), 5. Muzaffar Hussain Rizwan @

Rianan @ Abulhasan (A-5), 6. Yasir Naimathullah @ Naimath Ullah Hussaini @
Yasir @ Abu Darda (A-6), and 7. Mohd Ataullah Rahman @ Ghouse @ lbne Bidri

(A-7) under 25(1A) of the Arms Act, 1959, has been accorded, vide order no. L&O

1M31326112016, datedl 15h212O16. The original sanction order is enclosed herewith.

'18.70 The Investigation with respect to the accused, (A-9) Mohammed lrfan, and

the lSlS handlers operating from outside lndia is pending and will be continued u/s 173

(8) crPc.

19. It is, therefore, prayed that this Hon'ble Court may be pleased to take

cognizance of the offences against the accused A-1 to A-8, for commission of criminal

offences, as per the sections mentioned against each of their names in the table below

and any other offences as deemed fit by this Hon'ble Court:-

st.

No.

Name of the Accused Sections of Law

A-1 Abdullah Bin Ahmed Al

Amoodi @ Fahad @

Abuhaleema

under sections 18, 20, 38 and 39 of the Unlawful

Activities (Prevention) Act, 1967, Sections 4 and 5

ofthe Explosives Substances Act, 1908, Section

25(1A)of the Arms Act, r/w Section 120B lPC, r/w

Section 34, lPC.

A-2 Mohammed lbrahim

Yazdani @ Abu

Abdurrahman

under sections '17, 18, 188, 20, 38 and 39 of the

Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act, 1967,

Sections 4 and 5 of the Explosives Substances

Act, 1908, Section 25 (1A) of the Arms Act, r/w

Section 120B and Section 34. lPC.
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A-3 Habeeb Mohammed @
Abu Shaibah

under sections 17, 18, 18 B, 20, 38 and 39 of the

Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act, 1967,

Section 1208 lPC, section 4, 5 and 6 of the

Explosives Substances Act, 1908, Section 25

(1A) of the Arms Act r/w Section 34, lPC.

A,4 Mohammed llyas Yazdani

@ Abu Mansoor

under sections 18, 20, 38 and 39 of the Unlawful

Activities (Prevention) Act, 1967, Sections 4, 5

and 6 of the Explosives Substances Act, 1908,

Section 25 (1A) of the Arms Act, Section 120 B

and Section 34, lPC.

A-5 Muzaflar Hussain Rizwan

@ Rizwan @ Abulhasan

under sections '17, 18, 20, 38 and 39 of the

Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act, 1967,

Sections 4, 5 and 6 of the Explosives Substances

Act, 1908, Section 25 (1A) of the Arms Act riw

Sec120 B and Section 34, lPC.

A-O Yasir Naimathullah @
Naimath Ullah Hussaini @

Yasir @ Abu Darda

under sections 17, 18, 188,20, 38 and 39 of the

UnlaMul Activities (Prevention) Act, 1967,

Sections 4 and 5 of the Explosives Substances

Act, 1908, Section 25 (1A) of the Arms Act r/w

Section 120B and Section 34. lPC.

A-7 Mohd Ataullah Rahman @

Ghouse @ lbne Bidri

under sections 17, 18, 188, 20, 38 and 39 of the

Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act, 1967,

Sections 4 and 5 of the Explosives Substances

Act, 1908, Section 25 (1A) of the Arms Act r/w

Section 1208 IPC and Section 34, lPC.

A-at Abdul Raoof @

Mohammed Almashrifi

under sections 20, 38 and 39 of the Unlavrful

Activities (Prevention) Act, 1967, as amended.

20. Despatched on : 2211212016

21. No. ofenclosures : 03
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22, List of enclosures Annexure A (List of Witnesses)
Annexule B (List of Documents)
Annexure C (List of Material objects)

Final Report submitted by

-

Superintendent of Police &
Chief I nvestigating Officer,

National Investigation Agency, Hyderabad.

Forwarded by

-

Inspector General,
National Investigation Agency, New Delhi.
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